
Elephant & Piggie | Sensory-Intense Moments 
 

Because Elephant and Piggie is an energetic, fun-filled musical, the lights may change frequently or flash, and the music may get 
louder or softer. Our performers may also come out into the aisles next to you. If at any time you need to take a break from the 
performance, you may exit the theatre to the lobby for a quiet area. Fidgets and noise-reducing headphones are available at our 
Sensory Station in the lobby. If you find yourself needing to stand or pace during the performance, you may use the space behind 
the green chairs on the far left or right side of the theatre.  
 
Below we have highlighted some especially surprising or sensory intense moments in this production so that you can be ready for 
them when they happen (Contains Spoilers!).  
 
Time Description 

Scene 1: “Lucky To See You” 

00:00 Lights go dark in the theatre and music plays. The Squirrelles open doors inside the big wall onstage.  

00:20 The Squirrelles slam the doors inside the big wall.  

Scene 2: “Swimmy! Fancy!” 

6:10 Dog enters through the house left aisle. 

6:45 Dog exits through the house right aisle. 

14:15 Everyone starts to dance faster. Elephant Gerald becomes frustrated and yells for everyone to stop. 

Scene 3: “Listen To My Trumpet” 

18:20 – 21:30 Piggie makes loud noises from her trumpet. 

Scene 5: “Ice Cream Hero” 

27:50 Penguin enters through the house left aisle with an ice cream cart. 

28:25 Penguin exits through the house right aisle with an ice cream cart.  

33:10 – 33:30 Elephant Gerald “flies” through the aisles.  

Scene 6: “Ode to Toy/Toy Breaker” 

35:20 
Elephant Gerald encourages the audience to make a drumroll with their hands. You are welcome to participate, or 
you can choose not to.  

38:20 Piggie’s toy is thrown onstage and breaks in two pieces. Piggie becomes mad at Gerald for breaking her toy. 

Scene 7: “We are in a Play!” 

47:00 Elephant and Piggie notice the audience. They might interact with audience members in the theatre. 

48:50 
Elephant, Piggie and the Squirrelles will ask the audience to clap, say “banana”, and dance. You are welcome to 
participate, or you can choose not to. 

Scene 8: “We’ll Be Friends” 

53:50 Sound cue of a person talking to Piggie.  

58:00 Lights go dark onstage, then immediately become bright.  

Scene 9: “We’ve Been Lucky” (Finale) 

61:15 Elephant and Piggie dance in the aisles.  

 


